SPARE PARTS FOR BREATHING APPARATUS

- **MBK19 - SP - MASK**
  - Spare Mask
  - Cost: 0104045

- **MBK19 - SP - HOOD**
  - Spare Hood
  - Cost: 0104046

- **MBK19 - SP - MU - MHOSE**
  - Spare Hose for Main User of the Breathing Device
  - Cost: 0104047

- **MBK19 - SP - SU - MHOSE**
  - Spare Hose for the Second User of the Breathing Device
  - Cost: 0104048

- **MBK19 - SP - DEMAND**
  - Exhalation Valve with Hose
  - Cost: 0104049

- **MBK19 - SP - BA - VALVE**
  - Cylinder Valve
  - Cost: 0119297

---

**MBK10 - TH02 - 04**

- Plastic Protection Box Suitable for the Double Breathing Device (MBK10-BA600)
- Heavy Duty Belt for Keeping Stable the Device Inside the Box
- Dimensions: 715x540x270 mm
- Also Suitable for 2 Extinguishers

- Cost: 0132079